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The Rapid Implementation Launch Map
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Here’s a breakdown of the most important aspects of the launch map, along with the email copy I used in my productivity course launch:

1.

Rapid Idea Validation

Here’s a breakdown of the most important aspects of the launch map, along with the email copy I used in my productivity course launch:

Email 1:

I respect people’s time (and generally
short attention spans), so I get straight to
the point.

Setting clear expectations about what
will happen next.

When a subscriber clicks this link, the
“interested in productivity” tag is added.

Providing an alternative for readers who
aren’t interested in productivity, so they
can still get some value out of this email.

2.

The Lean Sales Page

The next step in the process is to create a simple, first version of our product’s sales page. Right away, we want to give people an opportunity to pre-order the course, which will be a further test: are people not just interested, but also willing to pay?
To make sure customers aren’t left hanging after the purchase, I create a thank you page with a video message and a survey for pre-launch
customers to take.

Email 2:

A quick reminder to let the subscriber
know why they are getting this message.

Clear communication: I want to make
sure no one misses the fact that this
product isn’t instantly available.

Clear communication, part 2: reminder
that I’m not only here to pitch my course,
but also have free, valuable content
coming soon.

3.

The Non-Sales Launch Sequence

Now that the sales page is set up and purchases are coming in, it’s time to get into the launch sequence.
This consists of 3 emails that are sent during the special offer period, each one 2 days apart. Each email contains a link to a blog post in which I share
productivity advice for free. On my site, there’s a ribbon at the top of the screen which reminds visitors that a course pre-launch is happening.
Here are the 3 emails in the sequence:

Email 3:

This section is all about relating to the
reader. Communicating that I understand the frustrating problem they are

Teaser: this sentence is designed to
hint at the content of the post, without
giving anything away.
If you ignore this, you might miss out
on something really important…

Email 4:

The problem and the words used to describe
it come from comments that were left on the
previous blog post.

Encouraging readers to share my advice with
other people.

Email 5:

Quick teaser, then straight to the point.
This phrase implies that I’m not sharing the
same old, generic productivity advice. This
stuff is new and has never been more releEncouraging feedback and comments,
already in the email.

This part of the message is only shown to
subscribers who haven’t been tagged as
customers.

4.

Final Reminder

About 24 hours before the special pre-launch offer ends, I send out a final reminder email, only to readers who haven’t been tagged
as customers yet.

Email 6:
Quick summary of what’s going on. I want to
make sure that this message makes sense
even to someone who hasn’t paid attention
so far.

Clear, unambiguous (and honest) urgency.

At this point, I have been working on the
course, based on all the comments and feedback I’ve received during the launch. I have a
plan for what the course structure looks like
and I can advertise it here.

Emphasizing certain features in the course,
which add a lot of value.
Addressing a potential objection readers will
have, regarding live sessions.

True story.

As you can see, this is the longest email by far. Here, I’m letting the email do the job of selling. I want to include enough information
to convince someone who’s been sitting on the fence, to click through to the sales page.
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With this, you have a practical look at what a rapid implementation product
launch can look like. No matter what niche you operate in, you can find
ways to apply these same principles to validate your idea and go from initial
idea to getting paid, to delivering a course, in record time.

About 24 hours before the special pre-launch offer ends, I send out a final reminder email, only to readers who haven’t been tagged
as customers yet.

